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Let Se be a countably family of in&rite subsets of nonnegative integers. Using a 
diagonal argumpnt it is straight forward to select for each XE& an infinite subset 
S(X) r~ X such that the family (S(X) 1 XE Se) is disjoint. Also, there exists a 
mapping A :N --, N such that for every XE & and i EN there exists sorue i E X 
with A@ = i. However, in general the sets S(_X) cannot be obtained by a uniform 
procedure and consequently ihe mapy:ings S are not constructive. 
In this short note we show that the situation is much more satisfying if s4 is the 
family of inkite arithmetic progressions. 
An infinite arithmetic progression is a set A(u, 6) = (a + A l b 1 A EN} of non- 
negative integers, where a EN is nonnegatk~e and b E N\(O) a positive integer. For 
subsets XEN of nonnegative integers let Ax(a, b) = (a + h l b \ A E x) be the 
X-subset of A(a, b). 
‘Ikewem. There exists an infinite fecurskxz subset XC N of nonnegative integers 
such that the family (A& b) 1 a E IN, b E N\(o)) of X-subsets of infinite arithmetic 
progressions i  almost disjoint in a very strong sense, viz. iA& b) n A,&, d)l~2 
for all A(a, 6) # A(c, d). 
proof, Put X = (22i 1 i E N}. Let A (a, b) # A(c, d) be two tierent infinite arit h- 
metic progressions and assume that a + 22a’ l b = c + 228’ - d, i = 0, 1,2, say (~0 -=I 
cyl <cu2, hence also PO< & <&. 
Write b as b =2b’ l b* and d as d = 2d’ l d*, where both t)* and d* are odd. 
Then 
2 2“‘+b’ . b”( I_ 22P’+’ -““) = 22”+d’ . d”( 1_ 22’“’ -27, 
hence 25 + b’ = z3i -I- d’ for i = 0,l; i.e. 2”0- 2‘3 = 2@0- 2”1. Thus a0 = PO ;md 
Ly1= &, contradicting that A(a, b) # A(c, d). 13 
One may wonder whether Theorem 1 can be strengthened requiring 
IAx(a, b) nA&, d)l s 1 for all A(u, b) # A(c, d). This is not the case, as shown 
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Run@ Let rb; be any recursive well-ordering of N M\(o). For (4 b) EN xN\{O} 
Wt x2& = u {A&, d) f3 A&, b) 1 (c, d) <(Q, b)}, where X = {2*‘ 1 i d+.4}. One as- 
jljr vedia that Ycrb can ‘be computed eff+vely, by The-orem 1 the set IL,, is 
e”mitz. Let. ?(a, e b) :N --, &(a, b)\Y&, + _. the strictly rqonotqne syjection. 
D&e ’ A# :&(a, b)~Y’~dY by A%&(#, a, b)) = i ‘and put A = 
U{A& !~G&b)ENXN\~O~}. 0 1 
